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Abstract

Radio base station(RBS) is the key infrastructure in wireless network and
the main product of Ericsson. To improve the efficiency and success rate
of RBS maintenance is therefore necessary and beneficial to Ericsson. Aug-
mented reality is a promising solution by annotating computer generated
guiding information on real world to enhance the information received dur-
ing the maintenance. This thesis developed a workable AR application for
RBS to evaluate the feasibility and difficulty of applying AR on RBS.

Based on Android platform, the application used Vuforia from Qual-
comm and Unity as tracking and rendering package respectively. Tracked
result was imported to Unity and processed by low pass filters to remove
noise. Filtered data was then used to build a distributed world coordinate
frame array to cover the entire RBS panel. On this distributed world coordi-
nate frame array, digital contents such as audio, animation were placed and
controlled by a task state machine. Drove by the user control in user inter-
face layer, the task state machine provide a flexible task scheduling scheme
for task navigation. At last, digital contents and real time video captured
by phone camera were synthesized and rendered on the cellphone screen.

The result presented a practicable AR solution for RBS maintenance
and reveals the advantages and disadvantages of deploying AR technology
for RBS. Certain suggestions were also described based on the development.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Radio base station(RBS) is the key product for the largest mobile telecom-
munications equipment provider, Ericsson. There are two million radio base
stations delivered around the world until 2012 [1], and all there devices need
to work 7*24 to support our daily wireless communication. Downtime of
these devices will not only reduce the service revenue but also affect cus-
tomer satisfaction. Based on report in Ericsson [2], average service revenue
per site hour was quite high in American in 2010. Besides the downtime
of equipment, cost on training and keeping a huge group of technicians all
over the world is countless. Inefficient operation on RBS will increase the
cost further. So, there are pressures to improve the performance of customer
product instruction(CPI) and Ericsson is always looking for solutions to en-
hance RBS handling guiding efficiency. Augmented reality(AR) is a novel
user interface which superimpose digital contents to reality. It was first
emerged for task support in Boeing’s cable assembling in 1990 [3] and now
has been widely used in different areas such as military training, medical,
games and so on. All these applications are based on the core feature that
AR can overlay virtual objects on real world. Ericsson’s RBS maintenance
is a typical task support scenario which AR have great potential to provide
a perfect solution by annotating real time graphic instructions on the RBS
panel to guide the on-site technicians. However, although with so many
advantages in task support field, it is not a widespread mature technology.
So, in this project, we built a tangible application prototype to show the
feasibility of applying AR on RBS machine and exam the difficulty located
during the implementation.

1.1 Target and delimitation
In this section, definition of the objective and the boundary will be provided.
For this augmented reality application in RBS maintenance, there are two
main objects. The first and the most urgent is to develop a workable AR
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1.2. READING INSTRUCTION CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

demonstration on RBS cabinet. The second target is to find out the ad-
vantages and stumbling stones on the way. For the first subject, there are
certain detail requirements.

Functional requirements:

• The AR program should be able to cover the whole RBS cabinet. In
another word, the guiding can happen at any point on the RBS.

• The application should support navigation of graphic instructions for
at least one task sequence defined in customer product instruction
database.

Non-functional requirement:

• As a pre-study project, the application should be able to extend for
future development, modularity should be considered in the design

Constraint requirements:

• The application should minimize the dependence on external devices.
In another word, reduce the effect on the RBS hardware as there are
too many delivered RBS around the world. Too many changes to the
RBS is unacceptable.

• The application should work on hand held devices to make it usable
as a utility for on-site technicians who will carry the application to the
RBS site which may be located in rural area.

For the second subject, there are no detail requirements. The main focus
is on the location of difficulties in using AR on RBS so it could be used to
guide future research and implementation.

As the time and resource is limited, there are certain constraints of the
scope of this thesis project as well.

• This application will not focus on the AR tracking algorithm itself,
various AR packages will be evaluated.

• Decent digital graphic guiding content of task sequence is not manda-
tory, simplified graphic will be used.

• Task sequence used in the application will be predefined and trimmed
so it is simply but sufficient to demonstrate the functionality.

1.2 Reading instruction
This report will be divided into five parts: introduction, background, the-
ory, implementation and result. People who are interested in the high level
principle can focus on the background and theory part. Technical readers
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1.3. BACKGROUND CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

such as system developers in Ericsson should be able to get useful informa-
tion in the theory and implementation part. For people who are interested
in the prospect of this application, the introduction and result section is
recommended.

1.3 Background
As a cross discipline project, this thesis contains information from different
areas. To make this document easier to follow, some heavily used knowledge
will be introduced in this part. This background information contains the
concept of augmented reality and radio base station.

1.3.1 Augmented Reality
Augmented reality(AR), as its name explained, is a technology to enhance
the reality by adding something. In computer graphic, it adds computer
generated virtual world on the real world and makes them synchronized
in space and time. To realize this feature, augmented reality contains two
parts: tracking of real world and registration of virtual and real world.

Tracking is to provide information about where and how the user’s eye
or hand held device is located in related to their surrounding environment.
There are various ways for tracking, including mechanical, magnetic, ultra-
sound, inertial, vision-based and hybrid systems. Mechanical tracker uses
mechanical arm to measure the relative position and orientation. Magnetic
tracker uses electric magnetic such as infra-red, optical or radio waves to
measure the spatial relationship between emitter and sensor. Ultrasound
tracker, on the other hand, applies echo scheme to triangulate the position
of the tracked objects. Given initial position, inertial tracker can also be
used to calculate the real time spatial state of the tracker itself through
inertial effect. Lastly, optical tracker, make use of one or more cameras to
capture and detect the tracked objects and calculate the pose result. Opti-
cal tracking system becomes more and more attractive as hand held device
equipped with camera becoming more and more popular.

As it can track the reality, augmented reality technology is perfect in task
support scenario. Many giant companies and organizations have already
tried or used this technology to help improve their guiding system. The
earliest commercial application case is Boeing’s cable assembling guiding
system [4]. With the help of augmented reality, their jet plane inner cable
assembling instructions become more intuitive to follow. Another attractive
example came from BMW, their augmented reality assistant application can
guide their car repairing procedure with real-time instruction animations
displayed on real cars [5]. Many other similar examples also exist, however,
there is no open source projects available anywhere and all these projects are
internal commercial applications. So, within Ericsson, they need a pre-study
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1.3. BACKGROUND CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

project to verify the potential and feasibility of applying this technology on
their radio base station maintenance guiding system.

Figure 1.1: Marker transformation from world space to camera space

In this thesis project, optical tracking system is used. More specifically, a
camera on cellphone is used as the tracking device. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
method to calculate the pose of the marker. To calculate how the marker
is transformed, the translation matrix R and Rotation matrix T can be
retrieved by equation 1.1. With this transformation information, a world
reference frame based on the tracked object can be set up, then virtual world
can be rendered based on this new coordinate system. To get accurate reg-
istration result, camera projection information such as camera focus, image
plane dimension is also necessary to make the final projection on the image
plane identical for both virtual world and real world.xc

yc

zc

 =
[
R|T

] xw

yw

zw

 (1.1)

With the ability of annotating synthetic object at the right location on
real world, the usage for AR is quite extensive. Among these applications,
task support is one of the highly developed areas. The most advantage of AR
in task support is the fact that AR can help pinpointing the location where
task guide should be superimposed and then render real time live instruction
animations. In this way, traditional text instruction can be converted into
intuitive and accurate graphical information to help improving the support
effect. So less time will be used in the RBS maintenance and installation,
less error will occur during the RBS handling, and less money will be spent
in the technician training.
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1.3.2 Radio base station
Radio base station is the key equipment of radio access network. As shown in
figure 1.2, with Antenna system, radio base station is the relay station of our
daily used wireless communication. In brief, It can receive incoming signal,
transform them into digital data, process the data according to different
wireless communication standard and then send out the signal. It supports
our daily phone call and data package service. Besides, it also contains other
functionality such as device management, self state detection and remote
control system and so on. In general, RBS is a highly complex machine
which makes the support and maintenance work not so easy.

Figure 1.2: Radio base station in the wireless network

Figure 1.3 is a demo of a widely used type of radio base station. From
this figure, we can see that, this device is a complex equipment with multiple
units need to be considered. At the beginning of RBS, the installation and
configuration is difficult. Various models and configuration types are there
to support different requirements of coverage, capacity, communication pro-
tocols and climate. There are indoor cabinets with high capacity, outdoor
models which focus on the environment support system and coverage. Dif-
ferent wireless standards such as GSM, WCDMA and LTE exist at the same
time. All these factors need to be considered during the installation.

After the device is properly installed, maintenance is also a tough job.
Currently in Ericsson, maintenance orders are triggered by the alarms.
There alarms are generated by the RBS and collected by the Operation
Support System(OSS). In OSS center, with the alarm information, remote
operations such as remote restart, software upgrade could be done to try to
solve the problem. If the alarm still exist, a site technician will be sent to
specified RBS to handle it. The technician generally will rely on personal
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Figure 1.3: Overview of Radio Base Station

experience and Ericsson Customer Product Information(CPI) database to
diagnose and fix the machine. Inefficient CPI can cause less experienced
technician confused and mistakes may occur. Sometimes returned hardware
is diagnosed with no problem in the repair center of Ericsson and this situ-
ation caused either by inexperience or mistakes actually is a total waste. In
2010, this problem cost millions of dollars [6], and it will increase as more
and more RBS will be deployed. Other mistakes such as unexpected damage
to hardware or even technicians themselves are also severe to be avoided.

Besides the direct mistakes caused by inefficient CPI guiding instruction,
indirect impacts such as long downtime while waiting for maintenance and
long training time for technicians are also affecting the profit and competi-
tiveness of Ericsson.

So, a much more intuitive guiding system is necessary. There are already
projects in Ericsson to provide better CPI such as restructuring CPI library
[7], CPI translation quality research [8] and so on. This thesis project is also
one of these attempts.
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1.4. METHODOLOGY CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Methodology
As a software project without concrete requirements specified at the be-
ginning, prototyping method is used to refine the application step by step.
Besides that, state design pattern is selected to defer the implementation
of actually behavior to provide flexibility for unexpected modification of
behaviors in the implementation.

When this project starts, no previous examples could be borrowed from
available system about what the application should looks like and how ex-
actly it works. The high level requirement is to set up a tangible application
to demonstrate augmented reality on radio base station. Under this situa-
tion, the prototyping method is used to manage the development process.
As can be seen from figure 1.4, the software implementation follows a recur-
sive pattern. Based on the high level requirement, an initial development
will build a prototype of the application, then this prototype will be exam-
ined to help further clarify the requirement. Based on the review result, the
prototype will be enhanced and implemented further. After that, according
to the demand and time limit, the loop of review, prototype enhancement
and development will come to an end with acceptable output. By applying
this method, the requirements of this project are concretized step by step
and the risk in the implementation is minimized at the same time.

Figure 1.4: Recursive pattern in Prototyping method

In the system architecture, state design pattern is used to provide more
flexibility for the application structure. In this task guiding application, the
task sequence of the instruction is composed of multiple small task pieces.
The transition of these small pieces will enable the application with the
ability to demonstrate all the instruction steps within one task. However
there are two problems of this task sequence transition design. The first
problem is that all these steps in the task sequence are different from each
other and there are countless steps within various tasks. It is not possible
to hard code every steps within the application. The second problem is
that the transition of these steps are highly coherent with the user interface
control which means the change of user interface control style will change
transition of those steps as well.
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1.4. METHODOLOGY CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The state design pattern used in this project takes advantage of a decou-
pled state machine to manage all the steps. It contains two parts, the first
is the state machine entity which only handles the reaction to user interface
event and the other part is all state objects for one task. The state machine
entity keep a reference of current state object and the UI event will trigger
the transition of this current state object. However how these state objects
will be changed or who is the next state of current state is defined within
the states themselves. At the same time, what animation to be attached is
also defined within every state. In this way, altering one state will not affect
the state machine as well as other states. Adding new steps is also simplified
as create a new state with new animation contents specified. Besides that,
transition of steps within task sequence is not directly connected to the user
interface event any more. Together with event delegation, the decoupled
state machine will always keep the same logic about how to react to the
UI interface event. And even if this logic need to be changed rarely, it will
still not affect all those task steps within the task sequence, only the event
handling interface in the state machine entity need to be adjusted.
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Chapter 2

Theory

To apply the augmented reality technology on radio base station, we need
to solve three problems. The first one is to integrate the tracking and ren-
dering package, so the tracked data can be used in the renderer to build the
reference frame and place digital content at the right place. The second step
is to extend the coordinate frame to cover the whole radio base station panel
so that digital content can be displayed anywhere on the panel with correct
reference frame. At last, a control mechanism is mandatory to schedule the
digital contents for every task step in the task sequence. In this theory part,
answers for these three questions will be given and data filtering as another
necessary accessory which is turned to be necessary in the system will also
be discussed in this chapter. Beside these necessary components for the ap-
plication, another topic about markerless tracking will also be discussed as
future reference.

2.1 Tracking and rendering package integra-
tion

As an augmented reality program, both tracking and rendering are needed.
As resource limited, the development of these two parts is not included in
this thesis. So, correct selection of these two API is critical to the success of
the project. Based on the android platform constraint described in section
1.1, several tracking and rendering packages are considered. In this section,
information about how to combine these two parts will be described and
result of the final choice will be discussed.

The combination of tracking and rendering API is not always needed.
Some commercial tracking packages contain renderer themselves. Metaio
SDK is one of them. The build-in renderer is quite convenient and pow-
erful. However that is also where the problem comes from. The internal
implementation of renderer hide so many details about the rendering which
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2.2. TRACKING DATA STABILIZATION CHAPTER 2. THEORY

makes the precisely management of rendering becomes quite complicated.
So, in this task support AR application, a custom combination of tracking
and rendering API is used.

The combination of tracking and rendering means applying tracked result
on a rendering package. As described in section 1.3.1, to render virtual
objects on real world, both pose estimation and camera projection data from
the tracking part are needed. Pose estimation result of the tracked object
provides a matrix transformation from object space to camera space and
projection data then transform the camera space models into final 2D image
on the screen. In this way rendered object will be aligned with the captured
real world as they share the same projection and model view transformation
data.

In brief, projection matrix used by the camera and the pose estimation
result of tracked objects must be provided by the tracking package and then
the rendering package will be able to apply the projection and model view
matrix. In the tracking package side, almost all tested packages fulfill the
requirement. The problem mostly comes from the rendering side. Many
rendering kernels on android encapsulate the transformation of object or
even the whole openGL pipeline. For example, libgdx is a cross platform
engine and have decent support in general rendering tasks. However as
a solution for compatibility of different platforms, libgdx has a high level
abstraction of the rendering pipeline and controls the lift cycle management
in android application. For these reasons, the integration of libgdx with AR
package requires heavy effort to cooperate with the tracking API and build
upper level application logic over libgdx. Other libraries such as jPCT-ae
have problems with its camera projection manipulation and rare related
documentation which makes the setting of camera projection complicated.

At last, the combination used in this project is Vuforia tracking package
from Qualcomm and Unity rendering engine. Except the fact that Vuforia
have native integration with Unity, the main reason for selecting this pair
is the flexibility of Unity as a rendering engine. Unity is a complete engine
with scene management and scripting ability which make the logic setting
up and digital content control quite convenient.

2.2 Tracking data stabilization
As the tracking result will affect the location of the augmentation, a stable
tracking is necessary. Based on former research, tracking deviation could be
symptom of multiply error sources such as system delay, camera calibration,
tracker measurement error and so on [9]. Among those sources, tracker
measurement error is what we can directly manipulate in our case with
visual marker tracking.

In this project, we use handhold camera captured video sequence to
calculate the pose of the tracked object. The measurement error of the
camera gives out inaccurate pose estimation. Besides that, human hand
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2.2. TRACKING DATA STABILIZATION CHAPTER 2. THEORY

tiny shaking is also amplified when the superimposed object is far from
the tracked object center. As a result, the final annotation of the virtual
world show detectable vibration and it violates the user experience as a
task support application. So, we implement a tracking data stabilization
component for the application. More specifically, a data filter is used to
filter the returned pose estimation result from the tracker. It is important
to mention that, the algorithm for the data manipulation is intentionally
simplified so it can reduce the system delay caused by filtering. That is
because the system delay is the most significant cause of tracking error
according to research done by Richard [9],

In RBS maintenance support, small tracking error can hardly be noticed
by the user, however continuous vibration of the augmentation will strongly
confuse the user especially when the background is almost static. So the top
objective of the data filter in this project is not to increase the accuracy but
to keep the returned pose data stable. To accomplish this goal, we use a
low pass filter and a pose changing threshold to process the pose estimation
data.

A general low pass filter need to work with enough neighbor information.
However, to keep a cache of too many neighbors will not only require more
computation power, the memory consumption is also too high for a mobile
environment. For these reasons, a highly simplified filter is employed. The
filter only caches a buffer of previous frame tracking result and replaces
the current tracking result with the interpolation of current and previous
result. The effect of this filter is to add a damping value for the changing of
data. The filter used here is not accurate but fulfill the requirement of data
stabilization.

The threshold filter sets up two cut off values to ignore certain tracking
result. In visual marker tracking, noise and user unconscious hand move-
ment is always exist and will bring in jitter to the tracking result. The low
pass filter can reduce these deviations, however, actually some small vibra-
tion is not needed to be taken into consideration. The reason is that small
hand shaking will always be there even the user think their hands are not
moving. In detail, a lower limit for the pose change data is applied. When-
ever the change of the pose is too small, current tracking result will keep the
same with the previous one. On the other side, an upper limit is also set.
This number is used to define too violent movement which is meaningless.
Because even the data is correct, the violent shaking result of superimposing
is actually useless. So for this upper limit, whenever the changing of data
goes across it, the tracking data will be discarded and the augmentation will
be turned off.

Other than these two kinds of filter, there is another constraint for the
tracking result. When the tracking result freezes for some frames, the tracker
will be set as lost tracking and so no virtual objects will be displayed. This
constraint is set because the fact that the tracing package used in this thesis
will try to freeze the tracking result for a few frames when the tracker is

12



2.3. DISTRIBUTED COORDINATE SYSTEM CHAPTER 2. THEORY

suddenly lost for reasons such as motion blur or tracked object partly missing
in the view frustum. This feature is internally built to provide smoother
tracking by some fake freezing result when the tracking is temporarily lost.
However, observed from the result, the augmentation becomes unnatural.
So this third data filter is used to remove it by counting the repeat count of
identical pose result to test if it reaches the limit.

2.3 Distributed coordinate system
Distributed coordinate system is an extension of general marker tracking. It
is used to improve the reliability of tracking and enlarge the tracking area
simultaneously. In brief, distributed coordinate system is a system which
provides multiply coordinate systems spread across whole area need to be
tracked. Other than that, each coordinate system is not only supported by
the one marker, but also all the markers currently in camera view.

The most basic augmented reality application makes use of one single
marker and sets up a coordinate frame based on the marker-camera spatial
relationship shown in figure 1.1. If we increase the number of marker used in
the system, then multiple reference coordinate frame can be set up and it can
cover bigger tracking area. However, in such system, all coordinate frames
are irrelevant from each other. The isolation of reference frame means that
whenever one marker lost tracking, the digital contents it hosts will become
invalid.

Mark A

Mark B

Mark X

Tracked

Camera

Relationship table

MarkB
Translate Rotate

MarkX

.

..
...

...

T_ab R_ab

T_ax R_ax

Pose estimation

.

..

Figure 2.1: Distributed coordinate system with relationship table

The distributed coordinate system here makes use of a marker relation
table to store spatial relationship of every marker pair. In this way, whenever
one marker is tracked, the pose from the camera to this marker can be
used to calculate pose data for every other marker with pre-defined spatial
relationship table. For example, as described in figure 2.1, only marker A
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2.4. TASK SEQUENCE CONTROL CHAPTER 2. THEORY

is in the camera view, and the pose of mark A Pa then is known. With the
relationship table for marker A provided, the pose of any other marker X will
be Pa×Rax×Tax, where Rax and Tax stands for the spatial transformation
matrix from marker A to marker X. In this way, even only one marker is
tracked, all other markers will also be treated as tracked and can be used
as reference coordinate system.

Another advantage of distributed coordinate system is the error toler-
ance of tracking. As every tracked marker can be used to calculate pose
information of all the markers in the scene. It means every marker related
coordinate frame have more than one pose result to rely on when multiply
markers are tracked in the view. Apparently, these results can be combined
to improve the stability and accuracy. The most easy method and the one
used in the thesis project is to average the results. Of course, different
weighting methods can be applied. For example, results generated from
markers with bigger dimension can be given more weight. More effectively,
to weight the pose based on tracker returned confidence level should be more
accurate if the tracking API supports this feature.

2.4 Task sequence control
For task support application, a mechanism to control the task flow is neces-
sary. That is why a task sequence control component is needed. To control
the task flow here means to schedule the correct digital contents for every
task step. Because any task piece could be changed during the time that
when the CPI is upgraded. It means the design of this task sequence con-
trol should consider the altering of task behavior. Besides that, In RBS CPI
database, there are enormous numbers of tasks for various cases. It requires
the management of these task sequences to be easy to extend. The time
used to create a new task sequence has to be minimized.

To fulfill these requirements, the task sequence control here is imple-
mented as a state machine based on the state design method. In detail,
the general form of this pattern is shown in figure 2.2, the state machine
object represent the virtual state machine. This machine keeps an internal
state. The state can derive various particular states which contain different
behaviors. In this way, the state machine will have the potential to act dif-
ferently with different internal state it holds. Then, by invoking goNext and
goBefore method in state machine, the state it has will change and show
different behaviors.

The key point of this structure is to isolate the state from the state ma-
chine and delay the implementation of actual behavior of the machine into
actual states. In this way, the state machine itself will not hold any informa-
tion about actual action of states and the transition of states. Consequently,
creating a new state with different behavior will not affect the state machine
frame and pre-existed states. And at the same time the manipulation of task
sequence will also be simplified as the transition of state machine is defined
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Figure 2.2: State machine design pattern

inside the actual states. For example, when a new task state is needed in the
task sequence, only three steps are needed: to define the action needed for
this new state, to specify its successor and predecessor state and update the
previous and next state respectively to ensure the correctness of the flow.
This procedure is pretty much the same as inserting a new element in linked
list. It will not affect the state machine and most of the other states in the
system completely.

With the ability to act differently with different internal states, the left
thing for the state machine is to define the method that trigger the transition
of internal states. To achieve it, a function which invokes the actual state
transition routine will be delegated to the event handler of user interface
events and be triggered when certain user operation happens.

Until now the task sequence control component is done. It provides
a solution that react to the user events to navigate in the task flow and
ensure the simplicity of adding new type of tasks, altering task behaviors
and changing task sequence arrangement.

2.5 Markerless tracking
Markerless tracking means tracking the environment without markers that
we used in this thesis project. Even though we did not implement the mark-
erless tracking solution due to its complexity and time limit, it is actually a
quite important component if we need to make our experimental thesis ap-
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plication a real practical product. In this section, some markerless tracking
related attempt and knowledge will be provided as future reference.

As described in section 1.3.1, the marker based tracking method that
we used in this thesis compares the marker retrieved from video stream
and the nominal marker template stored to get the transformation result
of the marker. While markerless tracking method does not rely on build in
template to recognize the environment. Instead, it tracks the corner features
in the reality and analysis the pattern of these corners to build a map of
the surrounding environment. Apparently, the marker based tracking is
much more reliable as the features that it needs to detect are pre-known
markers compared to unknown feature points patterns. However marker
based tracking also has its biggest disadvantage that markers are needed
to be placed in the camera view to help tracking. Compared with this
solution, Markerless tracking is a more decent method which does not rely
on markers in the environment. This is especially important in radio base
station scenario as no marker means no need to make change to radio base
station. As an attempt, a fake markerless tracking solution based on natural
feature tracking was tested and also a hybrid markerless tracking schema will
be proposed as future suggestion.

2.5.1 Natural feature tracking
To reduce the time for the markerless tracking experiment, the built in
markerless tracking solution provided by Vuforia is used. Actually it is
not a real markerless tracking solution. Figure 2.3 is the example of this
markerless tracking result. As can be seen from the image, it still relies
on external image to support tracking, even though these images are no
longer markers any more. This tracking technology is called nature feature
tracking [10]. As its name imply, it tracks the features in the environment,
and these features will be compared with the feature database stored in the
application to match the object in scene and to calculate the transformation
of the tracked object.

Figure 2.3: Vuforia markerless tracking example
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In the implementation of this nature image tracking solution, markers are
replaced by real figure of the cabinet. All the other parts of the application
need no change except the tracking part and the related digital content spa-
tial location. However the result reveals critical problems which make this
solution a failure. The first and most serious one is the inconsistency of the
natural image. Even for the same RBS model, different lighting condition
will make the appearance of RBS change and the change of appearance di-
rectly affects the tracking. Another issue is that the RBS machines have too
many identical units. For example, a common RBS can contain eight digital
units and they all look the same. These identical units lead to duplicated
patterns in the natural image to be tracked. The repeated patterns generate
repeated feature points in the tracking and the tracking result returned by
Vuforia gives out irregular leap.

2.5.2 Hybrid tracking solution proposal
Although the nature feature based markerless tracking failed, markerless
tracking solution is still attractive. Currently, a few other markerless track-
ing solutions are also available and only theoretically analysis is considered
as time limited. A hybrid tracking solution will be described here.

Parallel Tracking and Mapping(PTAM) [11] is a currently available mark-
erless tracking solution. Figure 2.4 shows one demonstration of this tech-
nology. It shows that PTAM does not need markers any more. Technically
speaking, no pre-knowledge of the environment or any type of template need
to be stored in advance. Instead, PTAM generates a map of its surroundings.
At first, it acquires image from camera, detect feature points in image plane,
and then apply bundle adjustment method to calculate 3D point cloud. This
3D point cloud stands for the surrounding environment, which is called a
map in PTAM. This map will be continuously refined and extended with
more image frames acquired. At the same time, camera movement in this
map can also be calculated based on these time variant maps.

However, from figure 2.4, we can also find that, only with this map,
we cannot set up a reference frame, because there is no absolute reference
on the map. In another word, we do not know where to put the reference
coordinate frame. So, we combine this PTAM markerless tracking solution
with the marker based tracking method because marker can provide us with
one absolute reference point. In detail, this hybrid solution uses a small
marker to provide an initial reference point on the map. After that, the
map will be extended and upgraded by PTAM algorithm. It means the
marker will only be used at the map initialization part of PTAM solution
to provide an initial reference. In this way, we can reach any point on the
radio base station to annotate the graphic instruction. Although this is not
a pure markerless tracking solution, only one small marker is needed at the
beginning of the algorithm and the affection to the radio base station is also
minimized.
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Figure 2.4: PTAM demonstration example
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Chapter 3

Implementation

As discussed in section 2.1, the application is built on Vuforia tracking
API and Unity engine. Unity is the platform which obtains tracking re-
sult from Vuforia and supports the upper task support logic. Task support
logic makes full use of GameObject in Unity and build-in script support.
Briefly speaking, virtual GameObject which represents marker in the scene
first communicates with tracking package to retrieve pose estimation and
then a coordinate system will be set up. Various digital contents will then
be attached with these marker GameObjects. The hierarchy relationship
between the virtual marker object and attached render-able object will en-
sure that the rendered object is exactly based on the coordinate system it
attached. Scripts are used to manage the tracking data and control the
task flow. This implementation part will give detail explanation about how
to build the concrete software based on the theory knowledge discussed in
chapter 2. Besides that, different attempted solutions and lessons learned
will also be provided here as a future suggestion in the implementation.

3.1 Application structure
Figure 3.1 is the whole picture of the application. It is divided into six parts.
Among them, Tracking API and Digital content rendering functionality is
supported by Vuforia and Unity. Data flows from left side to right side,
passing through tracking data filter, organized by the distributed coordinate
system and scheduled by the task state controller and user interface. At the
last step, renderer in the unity will do their rendering job for both the
captured video sequence and the incoming digital contents. Corresponding
pose estimation and camera projection matrix will ensure the correctness of
the annotation.
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Figure 3.1: Application structure design

3.2 Environment set up
This application is build based on external tracking and rendering libraries,
so to set up the development environment, the first step is to handle the
integration of the tracking API Vuforia and rendering engine Unity. Other
than that, to simplify the task of adjusting position and other parameters of
digital contents in the scene, a what you see is what you get(WYSIWYG)
environment is also necessary for digital assets management. This section
will describe the necessary steps to make the combination and WYSIWYG
development environment work. Tips in the development in Unity will also
be included.

To manage the data transferred from Vuforia to Unity. There is a brunch
of manager scripts in Unity. They conduct the data retrieving, flow con-
trol and so on. The most important manager object is the QCARMan-
ager. QCAR is a previously used name of Vuforia, still used in the code
to maintain the backward compatibility. As its name refers, QCARMan-
ager controls the work flow of Vuforia. It holds multiply resources such as
QCARBehaviour, TrackerManager, and CameraDevice and so on. All these
resources are encapsulated as objects by scripting in Unity and undertake
the actual data manipulation work. After a series of initialization work,
the loop of application will start to process the application logic frame by
frame. In Unity, the rendering loop is defined by the Update method. So In
the Update function of QCARManager, the actual management of data will
happen. The first step is to retrieve those two data flows described in figure
3.1. CameraDevice object will grab the captured video sequence while the
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pose data is imported by the MarkerTracker object which is controlled by
the TrackerManager. As a result, the application will be able to provide
the pose and video sequence data frame by frame to the Unity. In this way,
data will be able to be processed further in Unity and the combination of
Vuforia and Unity is accomplished.

Unity engine has excellent real time scene visualization functionality. As
shown in figure 3.2, GameObjects in the scene are organized in a Hierarchy
tree at the right side and are rendered at the scene view on the left. To use
this feature to achieve the WYSIWYG environment for our AR environment,
elements used in AR are also presented as GameObject and visualized in the
scene. These elements contain marker objects, digital content objects and
virtual environment objects. The virtual environment object in this thesis is
the RBS cabinet front panel. Figure 3.3 show all these virtual GameObjects
for AR, a scaled real image of the front panel of RBS is imported into
the Unity to represent the actual panel AR will work with. In the same
way, same scaled marker textures are also imported and positioned in the
corresponding position as they are in the physical world. When the tracking
works properly, the position of these markers will always be transformed to
reflect their position and orientation in the real world. So the digital contents
attached with these markers will be rendered at where they are in the real
world as well. For example, at point X in figure 3.3, an animation of loose
screw instruction is needed. The work of adding this animation will becomes
quite simply as just to drag the animation of screw and position it at the
exact place as shown in figure 3.3 on the RBS panel figure. The real size
figures with same scale factor and correct tracking of marker objects will
ensure that the point X is aligned with the real position on the physical
machine during rendering on screen as shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.2: Unity scene management GUI
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point X

Figure 3.3: RBS front plane in Unity

point X

Figure 3.4: Screw driver model placed

During the implementation in Unity, one important topic about the ob-
ject initialization order in Unity has to be mentioned here. All the objects
in Unity actually run simultaneously and so do their initialization phase.
And problem could happen here because there is no guarantee about the
initialization order. So invoking a method could lead to error when the in-
voked method has not be initialized and this error will occur occasionally
because the randomness of the initialization orders. To avoid this problem,
Unity provides an interface to order the execution of scripts which is located
in the inspector view of every script. Besides this solution, another option
is the Awake function in Unity which will be executed before the initialize
function. So any resources that could be used by other scripts should be
initialized in the Awake function.

3.3 Reference frame
Just as described in section 2.3, to cover the whole panel of the radio base
station, a distributed coordinate system is set up as the reference frame.
It makes use of marker spatial relation table to support border coverage
of tracking. Figure 3.5 demonstrates an example with three markers. At
the beginning, every marker needs to retrieve its own transformation and
then other makers’ transformation to calculate the spatial relation. This
work is realized by a script with name MarkerTransformRelation attached
with every virtual marker. In the initialization period of the script, a for
loop is used to retrieve transformation data for every marker. Then the
spatial relation can be calculated and stored in a dictionary. In this way,
every marker attached with MarkerTransformRelation script will create and
populate their relationship table in the application initialization phase.

The next step is to update tracked pose result for every marker. This
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Figure 3.5: Example of three markers updating their poses

result is directly come from the camera tracking which indicate the current
position and transformation in regard to the camera. Then with previously
generated relationship tables, every marker will look up all other tracked
markers to retrieve their tracked pose and multiple it with the spatial rela-
tion transformation. In this way, every marker will get multiple pose result
based on currently tracked markers in the scene. In the application, the
script MarkerTracker is responsible for this process. In this script, for every
single marker X, an iteration of all tracked markers will be done to gather
the pose result for the tracked marker Y. Then the transformation from the
tracked marker Y to current considered marker X will be looked up in the
relationship table and multiplied with the pose result of Y as described in
section 2.3. The result of the multiplication is exactly the pose estimation
for current marker X . After this double nested iteration, every marker will
get multiple pose results when multiple markers in the scene are well tracked.
After that, these pose estimation data will be delivered to the average data
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filter to generate the final pose for every marker in the application. The last
step is to transform the markers using these generated marker pose and an
array of coordinate frames based on the markers is then built to host digital
contents to be rendered. In this way, even one marker is not tracked, its
pose will stilled by updated by any marker that are tracked, so it can still
be used as reference to host digital contents.

3.4 Data filter
The place of data filter is quite flexible. It can be applied on the data flow
whenever it is needed. In this thesis project, it exists in two places as shown
in figure 3.6. One is where the original tracked result is collected, and that
is the QCARManager script. In this script, a buffer of the pose estimation is
continuously updated to store the pose result of last frame for every marker.
With current and last frame pose data, a damping value is first used to
smooth the change. After that, threshold values of the changing of position
and rotation angle is set to reject some pose result when the changes are
too small or too large. Other constrains could also be applied to the filter
according to the theory part of the tracking data stabilization described
in the section 2.2. In this application, a test of identical tracking result
is recorded to deactivate the marker when multiple identical pose result
appears.
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transform
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transform
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transform
marker04

transform
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Figure 3.6: Data filters in the data flow

Another filter is located at the place where multiply pose estimation
result is gathered by mutual reference among tracked markers. In the ap-
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plication, the script MarkerTracker which control all the markers holds this
processing. This filter is mainly focus on the weighting of different resources.
Various weighting schemes could be used as described in 2.3. In this the-
sis project, simply an average weighting schedule is used to minimize the
variance of multiple resources and show the error tolerance potential of dis-
tributed coordinate system.

Apparently, the number of filter used here is not static. More filters
can be applied on the pose following path when the tracking is not stable
or special requirement of the pose data is needed. For example, marker
tracking may be unreliable when the marker in the camera view is near
the view boundary. So, a near boundary testing can be made to deactivate
certain markers. However, too many filters will also delay the whole AR
procedure, and delay of the system will dramatically reduce the reliability
of the tracking as well. So, the camera quality and CPU power of the system
needs to be taken into account to reach the balance.

3.5 Task flow control
The task flow control component is consisted of task state controller and the
user interface(UI). The task flow control system is built upon the distributed
coordinate system and manages the task flow based on the pre-defined task
sequence and user input. Task state controller is the implementation of task
state machine and is guided by the state design pattern, while the UI here
is build based on the C sharp event delegate mechanism.

Figure 3.7: Class diagram of state machine implementation

Figure 3.7 shows the actual implementation of task state machine. StateMa-
chine class is the main entity which represents virtual state machine and
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also the subscriber of button clicking event. StateMachine class defined
two event handler methods, GoNext and GoBefore as response to the UI
events. These two event handling methods will then invoke the State de-
fined method MoveToNext and MoveToBefore to change the internal state
that StateMachine holds. As described in section 2.4, the actual action of
these two abstract methods will be specialized for different State types. So
the transition of internal state is controlled by the current state the state
machine holds. For example, a task sequence contains three states flow from
state A, pass state B and end at state C. Initially, StateMachine hold an
instance of state which is state A. After the user trigger the ButtonClick
event by press the button. GoNext in StateMachine receives the event and
MoveToNext of state A will be invoked. The MoveToNext method for state
A executes the command to new a state B and assigns it back to the internal
state value of StateMachine. In this way, now StateMachine will transfer
from state A to B. Similarly, MoveToNext method of state B will pass the
instance of state C to the state of StateMachine to transfer the state further
when the user presses the button again.

This combination of event delegate and state design pattern not only
provide a workable solution to the transition of task flow. More importantly,
it decouples the UI, event handler interface and the actual event handling
implementation. In this way, the change of UI appearance will not affect
the state machine transition control logic. In the same time, modification of
state behavior will also not affect the StateMachine structure. The actual
behavior of machine transition can be easily extended which include the re-
ordering of task sequence, special rendering or other augmented behavior.
In this thesis application, different graphic contents rendering and audio
augmentation for different task state is exactly implemented in this way.

3.6 Registration control
Registration in augmented reality means to align the virtual and real world
in space and time. Now data flow in figure 3.1 has arrived the final ren-
dering phase after it is processed by the distributed coordinate frame and
data filters. Then the registration of virtual and reality begins. The dis-
tributed coordinate system outputs a coordinated system cluster while task
flow control component manages the task state, decides the digital contents
to be augmented for current step. Besides, Captured video sequence data
and camera projection matrix can be directly imported from the Vuforia
API. With all these data, the requirements of registration are fulfilled.

Actually the steps of registration control are displayed in figure 3.8. From
this chart, we can see that every time the user trigger a change task step
event by clicking button, the task state machine will change its internal
state. After that the new state will look up its associated instruction con-
tent to be attached. Then a request about whether current reference is still
reliable will be made. If so, instruction will be rendered. An example of
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removing power cable task state will be used from the application to show
this procedure in detail. As the first step, user press button to move to next
state. Consequently, current state is changed to stateRemovePowerCable
with internal state name InstructionRemovePowerCable. Then in the con-
structor of stateRemovePowerCalbe, its internal state name will be used to
lookup a Unity virtual instruction GameObject called InstructionRemove-
PowerCalbe. This GameObject contains the actual animation and audio for
the instruction about how to remove power cable of the RBS. As described in
section 3.3, every instruction GameObject is already placed and calibrated
in the distributed coordinate frame as it is should be in the reality, the cor-
rectly annotating of these contents will then be achieve when the tracking
works well.

Figure 3.8: Flow of registration control

Now all resources are correctly located and decided by the current state
stateRemovePowerCable, then the rendering and audio playback command
will be controlled by the tracking result of the marker that InstructionRe-
movePowerCable relied on. In detail, after the virtual instruction GameOb-
ject for current task step is found, an instructionControl script attached
with the instruction object will judge whether the marker current instruc-
tion GameObject rely on is tracked or reliable in another word. If the marker
is well tracked, the script will enable the render and audio player compo-
nent of the GameObject. Then the actual rendering work will be executed
by Unity. As a result, the application can rely on the marker reference to
provide pinpoint functionality and the digital contents superimposed are de-
cided by the task state machine which is eventually controlled by the user
and that is exactly our expectation of this thesis application. The only work
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left is to create all the states that needed in the task sequence, and queue
them in the task state machine. After that, user will be able to go through
the task sequence in the task machine, and every task piece in the sequence
will display the graphical guiding information aligned in the real world on
the RBS cabinet.
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Chapter 4

Result

Through this thesis work, a tangible AR application applied on Ericsson
RBS machine is developed. A radio unit replacement guiding case is used
to show the functionality of the application. Together with the software,
related findings of deploying AR on Ericsson RBS maintenance task support
are also produced. These findings include advantages and disadvantages of
using AR on RBS, critical obstacles on the way to release the AR application
as a real product.

4.1 Application result
The application implemented in this thesis is mainly composed of three
components: data filter, distributed coordinate system and digital content
management. So, in this result part, all these three parts will be described.
Besides that, a complete demonstration of this application based on real use
case will be used to go through all the functionality.

4.1.1 Digital assets organization
RBS is a complex device contains hundreds of alarm types, different han-
dling actions and order of actions are there as a result. In response, huge
numbers of digital assets are needed and the adjustment of these digital as-
sets is complicated. So, a flexible digital assets organization schedule is used
based on the Unity environment shown in section 3.2. Figure 4.1 is part of
the digital contents used in the application. From the figure, we can see that
the root of the digital contents is a virtual marker GameObject with name
FrameMarker5. In the second level, all the instruction GameObjects are
located. They act as a hub for the digital contents the instructions contain.
For example, the InstructionInserNewRU represents the instructions to in-
sert a new radio unit. Under this instruction node, there is a child called
InsertNewRUSTrans which is a transformation handle. This transformation
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level is an abstraction of the inserting new radio unit model transformation.
User can adjust the location and orientation in the scene view through this
transformation object. Under this transformation object there are the actual
digital contents. In this instruction displayed in figure 4.1, two arrows are
used to indicate the movement direction, an outline of the radio unit is also
included to visualize the shape of radio unit. Besides that, an audio source
is attached to support voice guiding. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the rendering
result of inserting new radio unit instruction. All these digital contents in
the scene can be adjusted further to refine the registration result.

Figure 4.1: Digital content organiza-
tion in Unity

Figure 4.2: Digital content rendered
in Unity scene view

With this assets organization method, standardized digital assets such
as releasing captive screw can be made as a package in Unity and whenever
such operation is needed, it can be placed and adjusted in the scene to create
different task support sequences.

4.1.2 Radio unit replacement demonstration
The most direct result of this thesis is the application which can show the
AR used in RBS maintenance. In this thesis, replacing radio unit as a
common case is chosen to demonstrate how AR could be used on RBS. In
the CPI database from Ericsson, replacing radio unit has a standard oper-
ation sequence. For the purpose of evaluation, this sequence is simplified
to twelve steps which covers the cable, screw driver, radio unit body re-
lated operations as shown in figure 4.3. All these tasks are represented by
corresponding graphic and audio instructions. Figure 4.4 demonstrates one
example of loosing the upside captive screw task instruction in Unity scene
view and figure 4.5 is the rendered result of this instruction. On the smart
phone screen, the user will then press the button at the right corner to
navigate to the next instruction and current animation rendering and audio
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Remove  digital data cable

Insert upside screw

Reconnect RF cable

Remove downside screw

Remove power cableRemove RF cable

Remove radio unit Remove upside screw

Insert downside screw Insert new radio unit

Reconnect digital data cable Reconnect power cable

Figure 4.3: Task sequence tested in the application

playback will be replaced with the digital contents for next step which is the
instruction of removing downside captive screw. In this way, step by step,
all twelve steps of the task sequence described in figure 4.3 will be visualized
to support much more intuitive and precise guiding of replacing radio unit
for the on-site technicians.

4.1.3 Multiply markers support and tracking stabiliza-
tion

Multiply markers support here refers to the feature that any marker tracked
in the scene can be used to support all other markers in the application.
As shown in figure 4.5, only marker03 is in the camera view which means
only FrameMarker3 is tracked. However from figure 4.1, we can figure out
that the digital content of upside screw animation is actually hosted by
FrameMarker5 not FrameMarker3. The successfully rendering of the screw
driver in figure 4.5 indicate that the tracking of FrameMarker3 is extended
to FrameMarker5 by the distributed coordinate system.

In this application, eight markers are used to cover the entire back panel
of RBS machine. Among these markers, two larger markers are used to give
better tracking quality when the camera is far away from the machine. No
matter where the camera is located, the tracking of all the markers will be
valid when at least one marker is tracked in camera view.

The data filter result in the application does not have very efficient visual
result in the demonstration. However improvement of user experience does
exist regarding to the stability of rendering. Except that, the data filtering
result reveal the significant difference of performance on different hardware.
There are two testing devices for the application, one is ZTE blade with
a 3.2 mega pixel camera and the other is SONY Xperia S with a 12 mega
pixel camera. The data filters on ZTE blade work fine which output a much
smoother transition of changes for rendering. However, on SONY Xperia
S, with same parameters, the filters do not work the same way. The result
on SONY Xperia S show that even without the low pass filter, vibration of
data is still acceptable and it responses faster to user movement. The reason
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Figure 4.4: Release upside screw as
digital content

Figure 4.5: Release upside screw as
AR result

is that the high accuracy of the camera reduces the noise from source and
the higher capacity of computation power decrease the system delay further.
For the same reason, the cut off values of threshold filter for SONY Xperia
S need to be changed to ensure the elimination of vibration works correctly.

4.2 Theoretical result
This part will describe all the useful findings collected from the development
and analysis. They include the barriers and advantages of using AR on RBS
and some hardware impacts to the AR application.

Advantages here refer to the points which can make the AR deployment
on RBS much easier than other scenarios. The biggest advantage of ap-
plying AR on RBS is the standardization of RBS machine and related CPI
database. For RBS, at first, the cabinet is always static, tracking result will
be more reliable with less relative movement between camera and tracked
objects. Secondly, for one specified model of RBS, the dimension is fixed and
the layout of every unit inside the RBS is also available with the knowledge
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of radio configuration. In another word, it is a fixed known environment
that AR works on. So the tracking result of one point can be extended
to everywhere on the RBS and these pre-knowledge can be used to achieve
excellent digital assets management solution described in section 4.1.1. For
standard CPI data, even there are huge number of different instruction se-
quences for various task cases, these cases are well documented and sharing
many reusable steps such as loosing screw driver. So, digital contents in
RBS can be highly modularized as package to make the creating of new
task sequences streamlined.

The second advantage is that in RBS task support, high accuracy is
not necessarily required as in the medical operation task support. Because
even there are small errors in the alignment between virtual and real world,
technician can still recognize the meaning of the instruction displayed. The
purpose of data filters implemented in this thesis is not to ensure high ac-
curacy but the stability. In another word small stable error is acceptable.
It will decrease the requirements of the hardware and tracking algorithm
dramatically.

Another good news for this application is the high evolution rate of track-
ing technology and handhold device hardware. Tracking technology is a hot
topic because it is not only important for AR but also used in robot navi-
gation, virtual reality, visual recognition and other areas. In the foreseeable
future, emerging of smarter tracking solution is quite optimistic. Besides
that, as described in section 4.1.3, current hardware used in the system
is far behind the actual need, better camera quality and processing power
can significantly improve the tracking performance. And the capacity of
handhold device will be increased continuously under extensive market re-
quirement and competition. So, AR tracking performance which is currently
the main issue will no longer be a problem in the future.

The final positive finding for the AR application is related to the abil-
ity of RBS. It is not actually tested but the idea is quite promising. At
the moment, this task support application is purely a guiding program for
RBS operation data or a graphical version of CPI database in another word.
However it can become more intelligent if it can communicate with the RBS
it works on. RBS main software contains self-diagnose function and machine
to machine interfaces. RBS AR application should be able to retrieve these
diagnose result and other machine state information such as alarm list, ma-
chine model, radio configuration to smartly load different task sequences for
different contexts.

There are also certain disadvantages exist for the RBS scenario. The
most obvious issue is tracking problem on the RBS panel. Tracking is always
the bottleneck for any AR application, however it becomes worse for RBS
with the fact that the cables on the back will always occupy quite big area of
the RBS itself as demonstrated in figure 4.6. It is hard to find a blank area
for marker used in this thesis application. Marker based solution may survive
with quite limited dimension of markers when the tracking technology and
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hardware can handle relatively smaller markers. Another work around for
this problem is markerless tracking technology such as PTAM discussed in
section 2.5.

Figure 4.6: Cables occluding high percentage of RBS

Another obstacle for the RBS is the constraints of hardware. RBS ma-
chine is a widely deployed device all over the world. This situation requires
the application used on it should make minor changes to the machine itself.
For the same reason, such widespread distribution of RBS cannot tolerance
specialized hardware for the AR application. Cellphone or pad is the best
and probably the only practical choice currently as the most widespread
device which means the tracking method and computation power is lim-
ited compared to desktop or other custom environment . These constraints
may change in the future. For example, new components could be part of
newly released RBS as a new feature to support better tracking. However,
considerations still need to be taken to balance the benefit and cost.

4.3 Future research recommendation
The application for this thesis basically reach the goal we set up at first
place even through it is far from enough to be released as a real product.
Many places can be improved and parts need be re-considered. The princi-
pal point of AR is tracking and registration, so future research should also
focus on the improvement of them. Based on what have been done and
current technology status, markerless tracking solution and better digital
contents management is among the most urgent and feasible features could
be examined as the next step. Other than that, considering the RBS as
working environment for AR, communication ability is also a potential filed
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deserved to be explored.
Marker based tracking used in this application is capable of AR func-

tionality demonstration on RBS. However it is not a quite practical solution.
The reason of using it in the thesis project is its high reliability of tracking
and low risk of implementation. As described in section 4.2, marker based
tracking is not suitable in RBS maintenance scenario for the occlusion prob-
lem and limitation of hardware. The most important feature needs to be
improved still lay on the tracking solution. With this framework of AR on
RBS, to integrate new markerless tracking technology is becoming feasible.
With slight modification, other components except the tracking package in
the structure shown in figure 3.1 should be able to reserved. To implement
a markerless tracking solution, nature feature based tracking is turn out
to be useless in section 2.5. Hybrid marker and PTAM solution is highly
recommended as the next step of this thesis.

For the digital content management part, current solution can provide a
quite flexible manipulation method based on Unity. However the adjustment
of digital content is still not trivial enough for non-programmer users. A
node based solution is tested with no tangible output as the lack of related
knowledge. The idea of node based digital content management system is
inspired by the Antares universe visual editor shown in figure 4.7. Every
node can be used to represent one step in the task sequence, connection
between nodes depict the flowing direction of the task sequence. In this
way, end users will no longer need to work on the hierarchy tree in Unity
to manage the task sequence. Creating new task sequence will turn into a
node connection work.

Figure 4.7: Antares universe visual editor as a third party package in Unity

Another potential area for the AR application on RBS is the communica-
tion interface with RBS machine. Communication ability with RBS can not
only provide AR application with RBS machine information as described in
section 4.2 to realize a smarter AR application. Besides these device infor-
mation, communication interface with RBS can also give the AR application
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ability to manage the RBS it works on. In this way, software related mainte-
nance steps can also be included in the AR application. For example, in the
replacing radio unit case, the technician should stop the radio transmission
through RBS management software. With access to RBS, this command
can be directly sent from AR application to RBS management software to
execute the relate operation.
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